Single Sheet Inspirations

GOOSE FEATHERS

This beautiful quilt was inspired by Diane
Phalen’s fabulous watercolor painting, “September
Gold”. It is easy to sew with Quiltsmart’s printed
interfacing and modern methods. You will need one
Quiltsmart smart-ease™ Flying Geese pack (shown
below), the yardage listed in the box below and this flyer.

YARDAGE
& CUTTING:

September Gold” Images © 2007 Diane Phalen Watercolors
Printed with permission of Diane Phalen.
See Diane’s other extraordinary quilt paintings on her website,
www.dianephalen.com.
“

Based on 40” wide
Approx. Finished Size: 61” x 79”
All Strips are cut Width of Fabric
unless noted. Seams are ¼”.
100% cotton fabric recommended.
GEESE (5 rows, Each row is a
different color), but you could
certainly make the rows the same,
or 2 the same and 3 different:
1/4 yard each color
(Suggested colors: Blue, Lavendar, Light Teal, Pink, Dark Teal)
Cut (2) 4½” strips for each color.
GEESE BACKGROUND &
OUTSIDE BORDER :
3 yards total OR 1½ yards each
Suggested color: Navy Blue
GEESE: Cut (20) 2½” strips.
BORDER: Cut (6) 8” strips.
STRIPS BETWEEN GEESE:
1½ yards (Cut lengthwise.)
Suggested color: Blue Gray
Cut (8) 4½” strips.
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The smart-ease™ Flying Geese
pack contains instructions
and 2 panels of printed flying geese
interfacing. Each panel makes 5 strips
of 12 geese (approx. 4” wide) Using
the smart-ease Flying Geese Pack
Instructions, cut fabrics according to
chart and create 2 Geese strips per color
for a total of 10 strips. Tip: For easier
cutting, cut from the MIDDLE of the strip
to the outside of the strip as shown here.

To join strips, place each
pair of colored strips Right
Sides Together - one “geese-up”,
one “geese-down” (shown in the
single strips above. For a perfect
point, sew the paired strips from
the “triangle” side, so that you can
see the point as you sew across it
(as shown by red line above).

Measure the Flying Geese
strips (they may vary from
person to person). Cut your bluegray strips LENGTHWISE to
that average length. Layout strips
as shown. Sew the Flying Geese
strips Right Sides Together to the
vertical blue-gray strips, then sew
the horizontal blue-gray strips

NARROW BORDER:
½ yard
Suggested Color: Vibrant Magenta
Cut (8) 1½” strips.
Quilt Finishing
Backing: 4 yards.
Piece to 70” x 80”
Batting: 70” x 80”
Binding: ½ yard
Cut (7) 2½” strips.
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Sew 2 magenta borders end
Sew navy borders, Right
to end into 4 sets. Centering
Sides Together, sides first,
seam allowances, sew Right Sides then top and bottoms.
Together, sides first. Then sew top
and bottom.

©2007 Diane Phalen Watercolors

Quilt, bind and enjoy! We
quilted ours with an all over
feather pattern - “feathers” for the
geese! :)
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